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Instructions to the Students 

1. Each question carries 12 marks. 
2. Attempt any five questions of the following. 
3. Illustrate your answers with neat sketches, diagram etc., wherever necessary. 
4. If some part or parameter is noticed to be missing, you may appropriately assume it and should 
mention it clearly. 

Q.1. Answer the following questions, 
;-Marks) 
(12) 

A] Explain submerged arc welding (SAW) process with-neat sketch. (6 

B] What is the effect of power density of heat source on heat input required for 
'welding? Explain by considering gas welding, arc welding and laser beam welding 
processes. (6) 

Q.2. Answer the following questle „ 
	 (12) 

A] Explain the effect of changes in the following parameters on laser welding? (6) 
a. Welding speed 

b. Beam power 

c. Focal point position 

B] Explain the sequence of processes -taking place at the weld interface in the 
ultrasonic welding process. Enlist the various ultrasonic variables. (6) 
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niiver any two of the following questions, 	 (12) 

] Write a short note on the hot gas welding method of welding plastics. (6) 

Draw pulse energy versus pulse duration plot for laser welding and show the 

nllowing zones, (6) 

-Appropriate zone 

Ss' 
	

tutting effect zone 

Incomplete penetration zone 

]txplain any two methods used for joining ceramic (6) 

D] Draw schematic diagram to show weld geometry and clearly mention face, root, 
throat, penetration, etc. (6) 
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Q.4. Answer the following questions, 	 (12) 

A] Why residual stresses are developed in welded structure? What are the different 

stress relieving methods? (6) 

B] What is the effect of variation of heat input in theflifferent zoRes of 

on the microstructure? (6) 	 5, 

Q.5. Answer the following questions, 

A] What are the different failure modes off,4e,  

B] Explain the penetrant testing useoze 
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Q.6. Answer the following questions, 	,., 	
•c‘,  (12) 

A] Explain the aspects considered for sel&-ting-a Particular adhesive for bonding of 

two elements. (6) 

B] Explain schematically following processes.- 

1. Dip brazing‘: 

2. Torch soj 
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